Brown-tipped Redwoods?

Many people have asked SE&M about the brown needles and overall condition of the Coast Redwoods (Sequoia sempervirens) in the Panofsky Grove. After having a branch and soil sample analyzed by an outside laboratory, Liam Robinson reports that they are not diseased, but are drought stressed. Liam has implemented a deep watering program coupled with fertilizer applications and expects improvement soon. The Redwoods will now be under the careful observation of Karen Stidd, Certified Arborist.

Snowmass Report

The New York Times article on the Snowmass meeting has some good quotes from Jonathan Dorfan and Peter Rosen, DOE's Office of Science.

Riders Remember Helmets

On site scooter riders are required to wear a scooter helmet. Bicyclists are strongly urged by ES&H to wear a bike helmet. Both types of helmets are available from Stores.

NT User Haikus (Courtesy of David Aston)

Windows NT crashed.
I am the Blue Screen of Death.
No one hears your screams.

Yesterday it worked.
Today it is not working.
Windows is like that.

Three things are certain:
Death, taxes and lost data.
Guess which has occurred.

BAM! POW! ZOOM!

Check out this Stanford Magazine article about Kelley Puckett, Stanford alum and creator and writer of the new Batgirl comic book series. Unfortunately, it does not satisfy the inevitable curiosity about what he studied at Stanford that might have helped him create the 6th most popular monthly comic in the DC Comics series of 90 titles.

In Case You Missed It...

See pictures of the solar eclipse from Cherrill Spencer.
**Going Hiking or Camping?**

First review this handy advice about what to do if lost in the woods. The target audience is kids, but the advice is applicable to all ages.

**FleaMarket**

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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**QuickNews Available via Email**

If you wish to receive the email version of QuickNews in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.

subscribe quicknews-l

**Search QuickNews**

Search for topics that have appeared in previous editions of QuickNews:
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